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Discourses Architecture Viollet Le Duc
The first Statue of Liberty, which depicts the Roman goddess Libertas, had been envisioned in part by prominent architect and engineer Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc. But following his untimely ...
A Second Statue of Liberty Is Coming to the U.S.—Thanks to France
Fugitives in Sight: Section and Horizon in Andreas Vesalius’s De Humani Corporis Fabrica Fugitives in Sight: Section and Horizon in Andreas Vesalius’s De Humani Corporis Fabrica INFRASTRUCTURE OFTEN ...
Chora 5: Intervals in the Philosophy of Architecture
Semper's ideas, like those of his contemporaries, John Ruskin and Eugene Viollet-le-Duc, had enormous influence on the genesis of modern architectural theory and will appeal to both architectural ...
The Four Elements of Architecture and Other Writings
Our curators select the best architecture projects from around ... was designed by Eugène Viollet-le-Duc who found inspiration in the original architectural epoch of the Cathedral.
Architecture News
They were restored in the 19th century by architect Eugène Viollet-le-Duc so look remarkably pristine. A circuit walk now loops around the battlements. York, England, UK Heaving with historic ...
These are the world's most stunning walled towns
The book also provides a handful of historical reflections on such topics as the legacy of Viollet-le-Duc, the firm of McKim, Mead and White, and the all-but-forgotten Russian Constructivist architect ...
Architecture redux
Criterion (i): Amiens Cathedral, mainly built between 1220 to 1288, is a masterpiece of Gothic architecture for the beauty of its ... It was restored in the 19th century by Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, ...
Amiens Cathedral
With regards to the spire, a late addition to the mediaeval cathedral designed by the 19th-century French architect Eugene Viollet-le-Duc, many see it as an integral part of the building.
Six months on, Notre-Dame's rebirth still years away
Between 12 and 14 million people, an average of more than 30,000 per day, visit each year the masterpiece of Gothic architecture ... Shortly after, Eugène Viollet-le-Duc was responsible for ...
Why is the world crying for Paris's Notre-Dame?
The structure was conceptualized by engineer Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, but when he died in 1879, just four years into its creation, Alexandre-Gustave Eiffel, the French engineer best known ...
France is sending a second Statue of Liberty to the US
Prominent French conservation architect Pierluigi Pericolo told ... “Should we rebuild the spire envisaged and built by Viollet-le-Duc under the same conditions … (or) give Notre Dame a ...
Doubts rise over Macron’s 5-year plan to rebuild Notre Dame
Notre Dame was constructed in the 12th Century, with the spire added by architect Eugène Viollet-le-Duc in 1859. Reconstruction is expected to begin in early 2022. Vancouver content creator Cara ...
France searches for centuries-old oak trees to rebuild Notre Dame's spire
Smoke pouring from Notre Dame Cathedral (Eve Millan/PA) It was designed by architect Viollet-le-Duc in 1859. “It is a source of pride for the foresters of the National Forestry Office to ...
First oak trees selected to replace Notre Dame’s spire
The exhibition pays homage to French writer Victor Hugo and the architect Eugene Viollet-Le-Duc, the two men behind the resurrection of the cathedral in the 19th century. - 'Forbidding and ...
Notre-Dame crypt reopens with exhibition 18 months after blaze
The first Statue of Liberty, which depicts the Roman goddess Libertas, had been envisioned in part by prominent architect and engineer Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc. But following his untimely death, ...
A Second Statue of Liberty Is Coming to the U.S.—Thanks to France
Semper's ideas, like those of his contemporaries, John Ruskin and Eugene Viollet-le-Duc, had enormous influence on the genesis of modern architectural theory and will appeal to both architectural ...
The Four Elements of Architecture and Other Writings
Smoke pouring from Notre Dame Cathedral (Eve Millan/PA) It was designed by architect Viollet-le-Duc in 1859. “It is a source of pride for the foresters of the National Forestry Office to ...
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